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Introduction

• Open linguistic data is a good trend.
• However, Russian lexical resources are published 

in different (incompatible) formats.
• This study is devoted to addressing this problem.
• Motivation:
• I like Semantic Web.
• How to choose a lexical resource?
• How do different resources represent the same data?
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Related Work

• We need to consider three research directions:
• thesauri representation formats,
• approaches for converting thesauri into Linked Data,
• available lexical resources under open licenses.

• See the paper for more details.
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Related Work: Formats

• Princeton WordNet and its derivatives use semi-
structured text files.
• XML is a convenient format that is 

computationally hard to parse with DOM.
• SKOS and other RDF-based Linked Data formats 

are designed for representing dictionaries.
• subject-predicate-object, nothing new.

• Programmers like CSV and JSON due to the 
simplicity.
• Applications maintain their own data schema 

and our goal is to provide them with one. 5



Related Work: Conversion

• The main problem of conversion is lacking of the 
appropriate data schemas.
• van Assem et al. in 2006 proposed a method for 

representing thesauri in the SKOS format.
• SKOS is suitable for thesauri resembling to the 

ISO 25964 standard.

• McCrae et al. in 2010 presented lemon for 
representing word senses and their relations.
• Navigli & Ponzetto released BabelNet in 2012.
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Resources

• A resource should be distributed under an open 
license, e.g. a Creative Commons.
• Several popular resources were considered:
• RuThes-lite (circa 1994, under CC BY-NC-SA 3.0),
• UNLDC (circa 1999, under CC BY-SA),
• Yet Another RussNet (circa 2013, under CC BY-SA 4.0).

• The Russian Wiktionary is highly important, but 
its lexicon and “synsets” are included into 
Yet Another RussNet.
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Resources: RuThes-lite

• RuThes-lite is a subset of RuThes that has been 
developed since 1994 (CC BY-NC-SA).
• RuThes is an industrial-grade lexical resource.

• http://www.labinform.ru/pub/ruthes/index.htm
• 100k lexical entries.
• 26k concepts.
• 100k relations.
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Resources: UNLDC

• The Universal Dictionary of Concepts project is 
dedicated to the development a computer 
language that replicates the functions of natural 
languages (circa 1999, CC BY-SA).
• The Russian version has been used.

• https://github.com/dikonov/Universal-
Dictionary-of-Concepts
• 62k universal words.
• 90k links.
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Resources: “YARN”

• Yet Another RussNet is aimed at creation of a 
large open electronic thesaurus for Russian via 
crowdsourcing (circa 2013, CC BY-SA).
• The wisdom of the crowds genre is used.

• http://russianword.net/
• 112k lexical entries.
• 18k synsets.
• No relations.
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Approach

• Now, what to do? We have to set up some 
constraints.
• Both humans and machines should be able to 

read the results. Use Turtle.
• RuThes-lite is widely used in various 

applications. Its concept relation types + 
antonomy are the only processed.
• Do not reinvent the Linked Data vocabularies, as 

possible. Hence, use the following ones:
• SKOS, lemon, LexInfo, RDFS, OWL and Dublin Core.
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Approach: Mapping
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Approach: Example
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Approach: RuThes-lite
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Approach: RuThes-lite

• RuThes-lite comes in four XML files representing 
lexical entries, concepts and their relations.
• The provided morpho-syntactical information are 

barely parsable, so these data are not included.
• Fields like synt_type and pos_string.

• In RuThes-lite, lexical entries are represented as 
case insensitive strings («ЧЕЛОВЕК» and 
«ПРЕЗИДЕНТ»).
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Approach: UNLDC
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Approach: UNLDC

• UNLDC is published in the form of CSV files 
representing UWs that are unambiguous by 
design.
• The problem of working with UNLDC is the 

syntax of UWs that require additional parsing.
• tongue(icl>concrete_thing,pof>body)

• At the present moment, relations are omitted 
and the synsets are derived from the UWs.
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Approach: “YARN”
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Approach: “YARN”

• Yet Another RussNet uses a relational database 
and object-relational mapping, so the conversion 
process was straightforward.
• Surprisingly, its data schema has perfectly

mapped to the present one (it was not planned).
• https://github.com/russianwordnet/yarn/blob/de

velop/lib/tasks/export_rdf.rake
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Results

• After conversion, all the resources have been 
represented in the Turtle format.
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Results: Evaluation

• A very naïve evaluation has been also conducted: 
lexical intersection among resources.
• Yet Another RussNet is good at lexical coverage and 

usage examples.
• UNLDC is good for domains with a controlled 

vocabulary.
• RuThes-lite has a mature concept hierarchy.
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Conclusion
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• I believe that the present work could facilitate 
the development of modern linguistic resources 
and application for processing Russian.

Datasets: http://depot.nlpub.ru/rtlod/
Software: https://github.com/nlpub/rtlod
Documentation: https://nlpub.ru/RTLOD

• Please respect the licenses!
• Possible further work:
• better evaluation, more lexical resources, real world 

applications.
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